
Established in 1910, Jones Sign Co. is the perfect 
example of how a humble sign shop can reach 
massive heights. With a focus on sign production, 
the organization has grown over the years and now 
employs 300 people at its Wisconsin location, 
where an EFITM  VUTEk® GS3250X Pro printer running 
EFI CF thermoforming inks was installed last year.

Across all fi ve of its production plants, Jones Sign Co. 
works to produce jobs as quickly and cost-effi  ciently 
as possible. John Mortensen, the company’s president, 
notes that the company went to a lean manufacturing 
model some time ago, streamlining operations and 
costs wherever possible. One of the few areas Jones 
Sign Co. had not streamlined yet was thermoformed 
signage, which still required a great deal of waste and 
manual labor. The EFI VUTEk GS3250X Pro printer is 
changing that.

“I had been looking at the EFI for two years at trade 
shows and coveting it,” Mortensen says. “It’s a major 
purchase for anybody, but the price was reasonable 
and the need has gotten more urgent.”

“Everything we do is lean; we make signage per 
order and don’t keep a lot of inventory on hand,” he 
adds. “One aspect we didn’t go lean with was our 
thermoforming signage. Now we’re leaning it out and 
making signs as we need them.”

Mortensen notes that he was attracted to the VUTEk 
UV printer particularly for the special thermoformable 
inks it can handle. He did not see a big diff erence in 
quality between the VUTEk printer and screen print 
process — but he was not looking for that. “It isn’t that 
the VUTEk printer better than a good screen print, but 
it’s consistent,” he says. “Screen printing isn’t always 
consistent — it depends on the operator. Screen 
printing is pretty exacting on smaller pieces, but when 
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you’re producing big pieces, a little difference in pole rate or tension 
can make a difference in the final print.”

The consistent output Jones Sign Co. can get with digital means 
reduced costs. On an 8-by-10 face, Mortensen says, the shop could 
run several hundred dollars in materials. A mistake on a screen print 
job might mean throwing all of it out, which can have a huge impact 
on profit margins.

Mortensen says it was relatively easy for Jones Signs Co.’s operators 
to learn how to produce thermoformed graphics on the VUTEk 
printer, and the switch to digital helped operators avoid costly 
mistakes. Learning the required distortion software, which modifies 
a print image so it appears correct after the graphic is formed, is a bit 
more complex, according to Mortensen, but it was still a skill his staff 
mastered in relatively short order.

Made to be seen

Jones Sign Co. emphasizes on consistency and accuracy on all of 
its work. The bulk of the company’s clients are large national chains, 
brands with a particular look and feel that a customer driving down 
the street would instantly recognize. Every sign must be perfect: 
printed in registration and properly formed, with the letters and logos 
embossed correctly. As a result, there can’t be a single imperfection 

Founded in 1910, Jones Sign Co. has 
expanded to eight locations in the 
United States and abroad for a total 
of more than 325,000 square feet 
of sign manufacturing facilities and 
another 50,000 square feet of office 
space. The company has a client list 
that includes automotive parts stores, 
convenience stores, retail locations, 
parks, shopping centers, and more. 

Jones Sign Co. doesn’t just engage 
in print either. The company prides 
itself on helping clients to solve 
complex problems when it comes 
to positioning their brands in live 
environments in relevant and 
meaningful ways. In addition to 
printing and manufacturing, Jones 
Sign Co. offers installation and 
ongoing maintenance of both its 
signs and the lighting required to 
keep them visible. 

The company’s philosophy is 
summed up in its mission statement: 
“Working with us means you can 
focus your efforts in other areas while 
we take care of your ongoing sign 
and lighting needs.” 
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or anomaly. A client’s sign in California must be identical to the sign in New York, or the brand will 
lose its recognition. 

“That kind of consistent precision is extremely hard to achieve with screen printing,” Mortensen 
says. “We were attracted to this machine because you could do it with software: just print up the 
sign, and when you form it, it comes out perfect. Everybody is happy.”

Auto parts stores are some of the company’s biggest clients — both Auto Zone and O’Reilly Auto 
Parts get their signage from the organization. Jones Sign Co.’s other clients include a host of 
convenience stores, such as the Valero brands. While Jones Sign Co. does other types of signage, 
for a much broader range of clients, the auto parts and convenience store industries in particular 
rely heavily on thermoforming — and stand to benefit the most from the advantages of digital 
inkjet that Jones Sign Co. is bringing to this space with its VUTEk printer. 

With digital printing, Jones Sign Co. can run its thermoformed signage operation using the same, 
highly efficient, manufacture-on-demand model, it successfully uses for non-formed signs.

“Screen printing is just not as cost-effective for thermoforming work as digital. When you screen 
print and distort it, you need to run a whole bunch of the faces at the same time to get enough 
that are usable because the error rate on making a forming mold fit the screen printing is about 
25%. So if you need 100 faces, you’d better print about 130,” Mortensen says. “The error rate with 
the VUTEk printer is almost zero. We don’t run many signs ahead anymore. Now we just run them 
as we need them.”

The stats

The EFI VUTEk GS3250X Pro printer runs eight colors and two whites. It features a dual resolution 
of 600 dpi (24 pL) or 1,000 dpi (12 pL) for high-definition graphics and can run up to 44 4-by-8-foot 
sheets or boards per hour. It uses a unique combination of the EFI VUTEk GS Pro hybrid platform’s 
imaging and production capabilities and a high-elongation, UV-curable ink developed specifically 
for deep draw thermoforming, which withstands heat forming and cutting/routing with no 
chipping or loss of adhesion.

A few additional highlights of the machine include:

• True variable drop grayscale head technology with 0-36 picoliter drop sizes

• Continuous board capability to drive productivity up to 55 4-by-8-foot boards per hour

• Broad substrate compatibility with roll and rigid media up to 126.5 inches wide and 2 inches thick

• An optional extension table for use as printer attachment or standalone workstation

• An optional small-depth extension table for use with small boards/panels and multiple fence stops
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The printer was, in many ways, an investment in the company’s sales team, giving them more 
chances to sell thermoformed signs knowing the work could be done efficiently, accurately, and 
quickly to deliver greater value to Jones Signs Co.’s customers. 

“This was driven by sales asking for a way to be more competitive on high-quantity national 
accounts that require thermoforming,” Mortensen says.   And, since the installation, the company 
has definitely seen a good response from customers.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, 
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital  
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms 
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting 
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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